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Core Concepts in GBV 
Facilitator’s Guide; Introduction 
 

Background 
As professionals working with Gender-Based Violence1 know, GBV is a global issue, with an impact on millions 
of women and girls worldwide. The scale and scope of these violences are enormous, with long-lasting 
consequences. 

GBV takes many forms. It includes rape, sexual exploitation, sexual assault and abuse, forced sex and other 
types of sexual violence, domestic violence, trafficking of women and girls, forced prostitution, sexual 
harassment and discrimination, and denial of rights. It also encompasses forms of violence that are specific to 
cultures and societies, such as female genital mutilation and forced marriage. It also includes the 
appropriation of money, labour and other resources, denial of inheritance and property rights, denial of 
education and abandonment. 

                                                        
1 Gender- Based Violence (GBV) in this training manual is defined as the material (economic), physical, sexual or emotional/psychological abuse, including acts attempted or threatened, 

committed with force, manipulation or coercion and without the informed consent of the survivor – against a person because of their gender in a society or culture. This definition is summarised 
from definitions presented in UNHCR guidelines and in CEDAW. 
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Global Statistics on Women and Girls2 

• One in five women will become a survivor of rape or attempted rape in her lifetime 

• In a number of countries, a rapist can go free under the penal code if he proposes to marry the victim 

• More than 130 million women and girls alive today have undergone female genital mutilation, mainly in 
Africa and the Middle East 

• An estimated 5,000 women are murdered each year in so-called “honour killings” carried out by members 
of their families or communities 

• At least one in three women has been beaten, coerced into sex, or otherwise abused in her lifetime 

• More than 90 million women are missing from the world due to sex-selective abortion and infanticide 

• An estimated 700,000 women and girls are trafficked out of their region into prostitution every year; 
many more are trafficked within their own countries and between neighbouring countries 

 

                                                        
2 Citations for “Global Statistics on Women and Girls”  

Alcalá, María José. State of World Population 2005. “The Promise of Equality: Gender Equity, Reproductive Health and the Millennium Development Goals.” UNFPA. 2005.  
Coomeraswamy, Radhika. “Integration of the Human Rights of Women and the Gender Perspective: Violence against Women.” January 2002. 
Referred to by General Assembly. “In-Depth Study on All Forms of Violence against Women: Report of the Secretary-General, 2006.” July 2006.  
General Assembly. In-Depth Study on All Forms of Violence against Women: Report of the Secretary General, 2006. July 2006. 
Sen, A. in Tinker, I. Persistent Inequalities; Women and World Development. 1990. 
Seager, J. Atlas of Women in the World. 2003.  
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Armed conflict increases exposure to violence and heightens life-
threatening risks to women and girls, and women’s bodies often 
become the vehicles through which fighting forces terrorise 
communities, reward soldiers, ‘contaminate’ enemy groups, and so 
forth. In addition, women and girls are often abducted to provide 
the ‘domestic’ servicing of fighting forces; cooking, fetching water 
and firewood, sexual services.  

When conflict ends, violence against women and girls most often 
does not. During conflict, many of the violences against women 
and girls which have been ‘private’ and largely undiscussed and 
invisible, become ‘public’ and perpetrated by strangers rather then 
known men. All too often, violences against women fall back into 
the ‘private’ domain, and become invisible once again. Violence 
against women and girls within families and communities 
continues both during and after conflict, where it is often accepted 
due to social and cultural attitudes and beliefs that condone and 
perpetuate it. 

Staff Capacity 

“Abuses against women are relentless, 
systematic and widely tolerated, if not 

explicitly condoned. Violence and 
discrimination against women are global 

social epidemics” 

- HRW Women’s Rights Division 
 

In order for us to develop programming and interventions that 
have a sustainable and durable impact on the lives of women and 

girls, we need to understand the dynamics, assumptions and 
beliefs that allow these violences to be so prevalent, so relentless 
and so widely tolerated. We also need to recognise that we are not 
‘outside’ the societies that raised us; we have our own beliefs and 
assumptions that shape how we understand and explain GBV. We 
also need to understand how systems and institutions codify and 
give shape to ideas and attitudes that make women vulnerable and 
fail to protect them. 

Because GBV is a relatively new and highly specialised area of 
work, it is often the case that we need to ‘grow our own’ staff 
within programmes and projects. Staff may come to us with 
varying experiences of working with GBV, widely divergent views 
on how best to develop interventions and very different 
professional backgrounds.  

This training manual has been developed in West Africa with IRC 
GBV teams to support a depth of understanding that will underpin 
quality programming and advocacy. It is designed to support staff 
to locate their work in a wider context of gender inequality and 
discrimination and to help them ground their understanding of 
GBV in a way that promotes best practice. It can be used with staff 
who are new to GBV work as an introduction, and it can also be 
used with more experienced staff as an opportunity to reflect on 
their own learning and attitudes around GBV. This training is 
designed to be the foundation upon which skills- and competency- 
based training may follow; the starting point through which staff 
may develop a conceptual base that will guide them in their work. 

Methodology  
Because this training is intended to enable the exploration of GBV 
concepts and core principles, and because it is aimed at staff 
teams, the methodology is one in keeping with the adult learning 
principles of community education. It is therefore structured to 
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enable participants to make full use of their experience, their 
previous learning and understanding, and to learn with and from 
each other. The methodology is highly participatory; exercises and 
activities are intended to be used as the springboards for reflective 
learning and for the generation of knowledge and understanding 
in the group. Participation in this sense means more than doing an 
activity towards the ‘right’ answer; it is an engagement in critical 
thinking and an articulation of the ideas and questions that arise 
in the process. The corresponding Participant Handbook is 
structured so that participants are effectively generating their own 
GBV manual as they move through the course, and are also 
reflecting on their own learning process as they do so.  

The training is structured so that each session builds on previous 
learning; ideas about power and status for example, considered at 
the beginning of the week, are referenced and relevant in each 
subsequent day. The causes and consequences of GBV are not 
articulated until the end of the third day; this is to allow 
participants to consolidate all that they have learned and to enable 
a deep understanding of how we have come to this definition. For 
that reason, it is important to follow the manual in the order it is 
presented, and not to pick and mix sessions. 

Facilitation 
This methodological approach is very powerful in terms of 
working with attitudes and conceptual frameworks; it also makes 
particular demands on a facilitator. Working in this way is not so 
much about giving people information as it is about asking the 
kinds of questions that will help them to work out their own 
answers; it is about facilitating a process more than providing 
inputs. There may well be moments where it is appropriate to offer 
a suggestion or an idea, or an example from experience to clarify a 
point, or to help move people on; these moments need to be 

carefully judged to ensure that they are supporting a learning 
process and not being used to silence someone, or to demonstrate 
that a contribution is ‘wrong’. It is also about managing group 
dynamics and relationships to help everyone to be safe to learn, 
and demonstrating that safety by being willing to engage with 
challenge, to ask questions of our own on occasion, and to engage 
respectfully with contributions. 

Key points to remember for working in this way; 

Be comfortable with silence 
We are asking people to engage in quite intense learning; silence 
may be because people are thinking, because they are trying to 
work out what they want to say, because they don’t want to 
contribute at that moment or because they want to hear what 
someone else thinks. It is not always the facilitator’s role to break a 
silence, and often, if we are able to sit comfortably with it, one of 
the participants will offer a contribution. 

Ask open and concrete questions 
It can be very helpful, when someone asks a question, to ask it 
back to them (“what do you think? What would your answer be to 
that?”), to invite an explanation of what is behind and underneath 
the question. It can also be useful to ask others what they think, as 
often more than one person is having the same kinds of questions 
and others may have something useful to add. Finally, it is a good 
strategy, when people have become stuck, to reframe a question, 
or to ask the same question with a different context, to help think 
it through from a different perspective. 

Ask for specific examples and illustrations 
When people are working at a conceptual level, it is helpful to 
ground the thinking in specific and concrete examples, which give 
everyone an opportunity to understand the point they are trying to 
make. It can also be useful to transfer the idea between examples 
to test whether it remains true in different circumstances. This 
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also helps to develop critical thinking skills; extracting a key 
principle or logic and applying it in different circumstances to see 
whether it still holds true. 

Summarise and reflect back 
This is particularly important when we are talking about attitudes 
and beliefs. In Day 2 of the training, most of the day is spent 
making visible the underlying beliefs and attitudes that guide our 
judgements. The purpose of this is not for people to feel, or be 
told, that their beliefs are wrong, rather it is to identify them, 
articulate them and understand better how these influence our 
decisions and judgements. It can be deeply uncomfortable to 
realise that how we have internalised beliefs and ways of thinking 
that blame survivors, or minimise what has happened to them. A 
more useful strategy is to summarise the attitudes that are being 
expressed and reflect them back. It can also be helpful to ask 
questions that make incongruence visible and then let people sit 
with it. Changes in beliefs and attitudes take time and it is more 
effective to raise the questions than it is to try to change people’s 
minds or suggest that they are wrong. 

Include yourself in the learning process 
As the facilitator, it can be very helpful at times to ask questions of 
your own, both to help move people’s thinking along, and to model 
that we are all learning, all the time. If we are too quick to give 
‘answers’, we can undermine people’s confidence in their own 
abilities to work things out, and also set up a dynamic where 
‘participation’ becomes little more than asking people to guess 
what you’re thinking, or get the ‘right’ answer. In being willing to 
talk about how you have learned, and the ways you have changed 
your mind as a result of experience, of input from others,  as a 
result of what you are hearing in this group, you are giving 
permission to others to do the same. For many people, ‘getting it 
wrong’ in school or other formal learning environments was a 

humiliating experience and it takes time, practice and  
positive responses to learn the habit of asking questions  
and learning aloud. 

Make active use of the parking lot 
It can be very helpful to start the first morning with an activity 
that invites participants to write all their questions about GBV 
onto post-its and to put these in a parking lot. As the facilitator, it 
gives you an opportunity to see the kinds of issues that are 
important to people, and to plan where you might be able to 
include discussions during the week. It is also likely that people 
will have questions in the first couple of days that you know will be 
part of activities later – rather than trying to answer them 
immediately, it’s helpful to let people know that you and they will 
be coming back to this concern later in the week, and to keep the 
question visible. It can also be very gratifying at the end of the 
training to see how many of the questions have been answered.  

Maintain boundaries 
While this training methodology is designed to support self-
reflection and engage people in thinking about their own attitudes, 
beliefs and understanding, it is not designed to support personal 
disclosures, or to encourage work on personal issues around 
violence and abuse. It is important that facilitators maintain good 
boundaries and group safety, and do not overreach their limits. It 
is also essential that facilitators maintain their own boundaries 
well, and manage their own feelings; this is about helping 
participants engage in a learning process and to do that, we need 
to stay focussed on the learning objectives. 

Group Safety 
Talking about violence and abuse can be very difficult; it is even 
more difficult when we are asking people to think specifically 
about what it is and what it means. Given the prevalence of GBV, it 
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is highly likely that participants will have some personal 
experience of what this training is about; they may have worked 
with survivors, witnessed violence and abuse, experienced it 
themselves, or been perpetrators. In a post-conflict environment, 
that likelihood is even higher. In order for people to be safe with 
each other and in the learning group, solid ground rules are 
essential. There are also considerations for working with a mixed 
gender group that are discussed below.  

It is useful at the beginning of the training to be explicit about the 
need for a good working agreement and the reasons for that. We 
should not be afraid to say that we know it is hard to talk about 
GBV, and we know also that GBV has affected most people, 
directly or indirectly, and that we want to be sure that work 
positively together. As the facilitator, if we take the working 
agreement seriously, the group will follow our lead. Participants 
should suggest the criteria for the working agreement, and the 
following should be suggested by the facilitator if they do not arise; 

Listen to each other 
Any personal comments should remain confidential to the group. 
It is fine to talk about general ideas and learning with others (and 
actually, we would encourage this – sharing learning outside the 
group is a good way to consolidate learning, advocate and raise 
awareness in a low-key way, and spark interest in GBV amongst 
others), but we should talk about the ideas and the learning, not 
about the person who said it.  

Personal disclosure is not an expectation in the training and we 
would encourage people to give examples in the 3rd person, for 
their own safety and well-being and that of others. 

When participants suggest ‘Respect each other’ ask them to define 
what that means. What kinds of behaviours do they want to see? 
How will they know if people are behaving respectfully and what 

will that look like? It is important to be specific about this, 
otherwise it is meaningless 

How do they want to resolve conflict? People may not always agree 
and disagreement can help us learn. ‘Agree to disagree’ is not 
always the most useful approach. Things that are likely to help 
with this are; to ask more questions and check we have 
understood, to use ‘I’ statements and own what we are saying, to 
challenge an idea rather than a person, to look for common 
ground, rather than wanting to be ‘right’ or ‘win’ 

Self-care; people may find it hard at moments to continue talking 
about violence and abuse. There will be lots of breaks and it is 
important also that people take care of themselves. If they do  
not want to take part in a particular activity, that’s fine. They  
are also welcome to step out if they want to. They are welcome to 
talk to the facilitator in breaks, though if they want to talk more 
deeply, they can make an appointment to do that outside of the 
training. It is not easy to listen to and talk about violence, and as 
professionals as well as participants, people need to think about 
their own well-being. 

Working with mixed groups 
Care needs to be taken in mixed groups to ensure that gender 
dynamics do not start to play themselves out. Women may finder 
it harder to talk openly when men are present; men may respond 
to discomfort by making jokes and/or by trying to minimise what 
happens to women by claiming ‘nagging’ as emotional abuse. 
While we need to acknowledge that men experience GBV, we also 
need to be clear that women experience much more, much more 
serious, and much more continuous and pervasive forms of 
violence. This is highlighted in the first day when participants look 
at the consequences for women and men of not fulfilling socially 
gendered roles; women are likely to be made homeless, outcast, 
beaten, abandoned and/or raped, sometimes killed. For men, the 
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consequences are likely to be that they are laughed at. It may be 
necessary to point up the differences between the consequences 
for men and women throughout the training. 

Issues for men; it can be very discomfiting for men to be faced 
with the kinds of abuses that women routinely experience. It is 
important to be explicit that we are not talking about the men in 
the group as personal individuals, and that they are not being 
accused of doing all these things. We can recognise that it is 
difficult to hear what men do, and that they do not need to defend 
perpetrators. 

Sometimes men may respond to this discomfort by making jokes 
and minimising GBV issues. We need to recognise that this is a 
response to difficult learning, and also to recognise our 
responsibility to the women we are working with. Sometimes it  
is enough to point out that the men are laughing and the women 
are not, and to remind people about the need to respect each other 
in the working agreement. It is essential not to collude with the 
joking, or the minimising. We can remind the whole group that  
we are working with serious issues and would like them to be 
taken seriously. 

Issues for women; it can be very difficult for women to talk openly 
and to name some of the abuses women experience in a mixed 
group. It can be very helpful at times for the facilitator to say some 
of the ‘difficult’ words out loud first – this demonstrates that you 
are not afraid of talking about it, and that you know the sorts of 
things that happen to women. It can be very reassuring for women 
to have a facilitator who is calm about extreme violence and who is 
willing to say the words. 

It is also important for women in a mixed group to see that the 
facilitator is willing to challenge if men are behaving 
disrespectfully; it reinforces a sense of safety and means that 

women do not need to make themselves vulnerable if they are not 
confident about challenging directly. 

At some points in the training it is useful to have participants in 
single-sex groups (identifying types of violence, for example), and 
at others in mixed-gender groups. Guidance is given in the 
facilitator’s notes. 

Finally, it is important to ensure that the training and learning 
does not become skewed to men’s agendas. It is very easy for this 
to happen inadvertently, and the facilitator needs to make sure 
that women’s learning is not overlooked. In many instances, 
women have a deeper understanding of GBV through lived 
experience, while for some men, understanding the dynamics of 
gender disadvantage is new. There is often a push to make the 
issue one of reversible equivalence; it may take several days before 
people are willing to acknowledge that women’s vulnerability. 
Facilitators should be mindful of discussions moving away from 
the key points and use the wrapping up of sessions to reinforce 
gender differentials, and not to overlook women’s learning needs. 
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Day 1

GBV Capacity Building 

Taken from “Talking Tools: Images Promoting Awareness of Gender Based Violence in Liberian Communities.” IRC Liberia Program, 2005





 

 Day 1 

Day 1 
Objectives; by the end of the day participants will be able to  

• Give a definition of ‘status’ and describe how we learn about our status 

• Give a definition of ‘power’ and describe 3 types of power dynamics 

• Differentiate between sex and gender 

• Describe the key differences between gendered roles 

• Identify how women are constrained within communities 

• List types of emotional, physical, economic and sexual violences against women 

• Describe the words they might use to talk about all these in the community 
 
TOTAL; 1.5 Hours   

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

20 Minutes 
Cups and different 
types of sweets 
 

Introductions; ‘bicycle chain’ – form 2 lines, facing each other. People greet the 
person opposite them and then move in opposite directions, like a chain, and 
greet whoever is next, continuing round at the ends. Keep going til people meet 
the person they started with 

Alternative; seed mixer with cups and sweets. Each person starts with one cup 
full of their own sweets – enough for every person in the room – and one 
empty cup. As they greet people, they put one of their sweets in the ‘receiving’ 
cup and get one in their empty cup. Participants can keep their cup of sweets 
when they have greeted everyone. 
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Learning Point 

Talking and thinking about violence is difficult; make sure there are some protective things in the ground rules to ensure that transference 
is minimised, any disclosures are safe, and participants can take responsibility for their well-being 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

20 Minutes 
Flipchart & pens 

Ground rules; It is important to take time with this and to be explicit about 
things like how people want to resolve conflict. Ensure that things like  
‘respect each other’ are examined to be clear about what that will look like  
for the group.  

 

   

Learning Point 

This can help to off-set disruption later and gives a point to refer back to. It is easy for the discussion to become about men or about other 
sorts of violence 

Facilitators can look at themes in the break and use this to ‘tilt’ the training towards particular needs 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

10 Minutes 
Course aim and 
objectives 
flipchart, pens,  
post-its 

Training Aims and Objectives; introduce overall aims and objectives to ensure 
clarity and establish the frame for the week; that we are talking about violence 
against women and girls  

Expectations; to ensure that people’s hopes for the week are realistic and to be 
explicit about what they want to get from it. People write 3 hopes/expectations 
in relation to the objectives on post-its and put them on the flipchart 

 

   

Learning Point 

Participants will have the opportunity to raise any unanswered questions before the end of the training. Participants can use the ‘parking 
lot’ to post questions as they arise; they are also encouraged to take off questions that are answered before the end of the week 

Ensures it is not always the same people leading activities, and that people work together 

Facilitators can look at themes in the break and use this to ‘tilt’ the training towards particular needs 
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Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

10 Minutes 
Parking lot chart on 
the wall 

Handbooks & Learning Journals; introduce handbooks and ask people to write 
3-5 learning objectives for themselves at the front of the book. Participants will 
be reviewing these during the course. Draw attention to the journal pages at the 
end of each day; this will be a private reflective exercise for each participant and 
offer an opportunity for people to consider what they have learned and 
questions that have been raised for them. 

Sign up sheet for ice-breakers and energisers; participants will be responsible 
for ice breakers and energisers each day and can sign up for their times.  

 

   

Learning Point 

This exercise could be repeated during the week as an opportunity to throw out specific old beliefs and attitudes when they have been 
examined and are ready to be discarded. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

25 Minutes 
Sign up sheet  
on the wall 

Two baskets; give participants 2 cards each and ask them to write on them a 
positive feeling that they have about working with gender issues and a negative 
feeling they have about working with gender issues.  

Invite participants to put their negative feeling in the basket, explaining what it 
is and why. Then ask them to put their positive feeling on the wall, explaining 
what it is and why.  

When everyone is done, summarise the negative feelings we are throwing away 
and invite people to use the positive feelings to support the learning together 

 

Break 
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Session 1; Sex and Gender 
Learning Point 

Even where there are some specific exceptions, we can see patterns around us of men’s and women’s work. 

Make sure all women’s activities are included 

Women’s work is often unpaid and invisible, understood as unskilled, in the domestic arena, more time-consuming, lower status, less 
leisure time. Men may do some of the activities (washing clothes, cooking etc) but will tend to do them when they are paid and recognised 
as ‘work’. Men’s work is usually paid, understood as skilled, defined, and higher status as well as being in public arena 

May include things like being sent back to her parents, being hurt by her husband, separates, abandoned etc. May be appropriate to look at 
consequences for men- they are generally less severe 

Men learn they are higher status, women learn to undervalue their work. Men have more control over decision-making, their time and the 
resources that they generate 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes 
Sticky notes 
numbered 1-20 or 
playing cards 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to  

• Describe the difference between sex and gender 

• Identify the characteristics of women’s work and men’s work in  
their society 

• Identify the consequences for women of not fulfilling their ascribed 
gender role 

Participants stand in a circle and are asked in turn to mime a task of daily  
life. Others in the circle guess the task and say whether it is usually done by 
men or women. 

Facilitator notes each task on post-it and adds to the flipchart.  

When everyone has had a turn invite people to continue at random if they 
have an idea. 

Ensure that breast-feeding, washing children, and prostitution are included  
in the roles 

Who usually does these tasks? 
Some participants may want to 
suggest that in individual cases 
things are more equally shared –  
it is important to keep focussed  
on what usually happens in  
the community. 

Is there anything we want to add 
to the tasks on the chart? 

What are the characteristics of 
women’s work and what are the 
characteristics of men’s work? 

How do men and women learn 
these roles? 

What are the sanctions that keep 
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 Day 1 
Ask 2 participants to act the story of Mr Yao at the doctor for the group 

Going back to the chart, look at the differences between men’s and  
women’s work. 

Identify Productive and Reproductive work and explain what this means 

What happens to women if they do not do the tasks that are understood to be 
women’s work? 

Brainstorm & chart answers – there are highly negative consequences 

In plenary agree the difference between sex & gender and a definition for each 

women in these roles? 

What work can only women do? 
What work can only men do? 

In the light of this – what is  
the difference between sex  
and gender? 

Session 2; Status and Power 
45 Minutes 
Flipcharts and pens  

Show participants the objectives for the session; 

By the end of the session participants will be able to  

• Explain what status means in a community 

• Identify how we learn our status 

• Describe sources of power 

• Explain power with, power to & power over and give examples 

 

   

Learning Point 

We learn our status from a very young age, and often through subtle and indirect methods. If we become used to people treating us very 
well, we may come to expect that. Equally, if we are always ignored or treated badly, we may come to believe that we are not of much value. 

It may also be worth noting that for people with high status, while they may claim they want equality, the reality makes them 
uncomfortable. Most often they would like them closer but would also like to retain a little ‘edge’ over the decision making and control. 
Status is intoxicating and hard to give up. 
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 Day 1 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes 
Flipcharts and pens  

Status activity; 

Participants stand in a circle. Facilitator sticks a number to the forehead of 
each participant so others can see it but they cannot.  

Explain that high numbers means high status, low numbers is low status. 

Ask participants to greet each other according to status – for example, if 
someone has a very high number, they may want to bow very low, or if 
someone has a very low number they may want to ignore them. This activity 
should happen in silence. 

When everyone has greeted everyone else, ask ppts to make a line from high to 
low status. 

How easy was it to make the line 
at the end? 

What helped people understand 
their status? 

What did it feel like to be high 
status? Did people come to expect 
to be treated well? 

What did it feel like to be low 
status? Did people come to expect 
to be treated badly? 

How does this connect to real life? 
How do we learn our status in our 
communities? What impact does 
the have on us? 

Ask participants to give some 
concrete examples 

   

Learning Point 

Power is about being able to have access to and control over decision-making and resources. Power over is about being able to impose these 
on others and is tightly connected to status 

Everyone has power to, even if they are not able to express it externally – for example, someone in prison has the power to disbelieve what 
is said about them and think their own thoughts. Their spaces to act may be limited, and so it may appear that there is no agency; however, 
we should never underestimate power to and this is what we are looking for when we are working with women 

(example – drivers may be low in the organisational hierarchy, but they have the power to make people wait –and will use it in many subtle 
and unchallengable ways if they feel they are being disrespected. They may not be able to challenge people directly but making them wait is 
a way of asserting power to) 

As NGO workers we have power over beneficiaries through our access to resources and services, and we can decide how we want to use that 
status to support beneficiaries’ power to and power with 
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Empowerment is about helping beneficiaries find and act on their power to, by aiming for a relationship of power with. We also need to 
recognise the opportunities people have for power over – people are not all starting from the same point, and some people have more 
control over decision-making than others 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes 
Flipcharts and pens  

Power Activity 
In 3 groups, discuss and answer the following questions 

What kinds of power are there? 

Who has power? 

How can power be used? 

Present back in plenary 

Introduce the ideas of power over, power to and power with diagrams to show 
the relationships. 

Ask people in plenary to give examples of how they have each kind of power 
and where this comes from  

In the context of status and power, what is our definition of empowerment? 
Buzz groups, then group brainstorm until we have a definition we are all  
happy with 

Summarise both sessions & remind participants we will be returning to these 
ideas throughout the course. It may be useful to have quick energiser or stretch 
to mark the end of the session 

How does power over connect  
to status? 

What kind of power do we have  
as NGO staff? 

What do we use it for? 

What decisions can we make 
about how we use our power? 

Empowerment is a word we hear a 
lot in humanitarian work and it’s 
helpful if we have an idea about 
what we mean when we say it. 

What does ‘empowerment’ mean 
when we are talking about people 
with high status? 

What does ‘empowerment’ mean 
when we are talking about people 
with low status? 

Lunch 
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Session 3; Types of GBV 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1.5 Hours  By the end of the session participants will be able to  

• Identify some of the constraints that gender & gender roles put on 
women’s lives 

• Identify dimensions of GBV 

• Give explicit examples of GBV within each dimension 

 

   

Learning Point: If the group is secure, exchange gender roles so women move forward as men. Encourage women to challenge if  
men (as women) move forward inappropriately. This can be powerful for men in recognising the frustrations of women and for women  
in feeling free 

Often people moving forward are more concerned with the people next to them than the people out of sight behind them - privileged 
status and power can blind us to the obstacles faced.  

These statements are about access to and control over resources and decision-making 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Car park activity; participants start in a level line. When a statement is true 
for them they may move forward one step.  

1st round; 

You control the money that you earn 

You have leisure time 

You are the first to speak in meetings 

Your children have your family’s name 

Your work is generally paid and considered skilled 

Someone else looks after your children 

What do we see at the end of  
this exercise?  

Who is at the front?  
Who is behind? 

What did it feel like to be moving 
forward? What did it feel like to 
be waiting for an opportunity to 
move forward? 

Who did the people at the front 
compare themselves to? Did they 
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You are free to speak your mind in public and in private 

Your body is not routinely used as a source of sexual jokes and comments 

You do not expect to be publicly shamed or beaten with regard to your  
sexual behaviour 

You can wear any clothes you like without fear 

You are not afraid of being raped 

You are the same sex as the police and others in positions of authority 

You generally make decisions about how all the money in your household  
will be spent 

You do not expect to have to account for where you have been and how you 
have spent your time 

You have priority in the use of resources like bicycles, motorbikes or cars 

look behind them or were they 
more concerned with people  
level with them?  

What were these statements 
about? 

   

Learning Point 
The ‘women’ should be moving this time. Again encourage challenge if people are moving inappropriately 

These statements are about skills – and recognising women’s skills and resources 

While women may not have access to and control over decision-making and resources, it is important to recognise that women have 
valuable transferable skills  

We will return to this later in the course  

Acknowledge that power and privilege are seductive and hard to give up – we are usually willing to let people come to almost equal  
with us. 

Women have power to but very little power over; men have a great deal of power over, both individually and socially 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 
Flipcharts and pens  

From positions we ended the first round in, continue with 

Round 2 

You have good persuasion skills 

Who moved this time? 

How has the gap changed? 

What did it feel like for the people 
who were moving? What did it 
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You can manage on a very small budget 

You are good at negotiating 

You are good at listening 

You often do many things at the same time 

You have a lot of local knowledge about people’s circumstances 

You are good at informal networking 

You have strong marketing skills 

You are used to recognising other people’s needs 

You have the skills for cooperative working 

You have child-awareness and child-raising skills 

You can cook for a lot of people with a small amount of food 

You are inventive and resourceful 

You have great endurance 

Write a definition of Violence on the flipchart – “… an act (actual, attempted 
or threatened) that has been perpetrated by an individual or group through 
economic, sexual, physical or emotional means which results in harm or 
suffering to another person or group” 

Ask for feedback on this - what do people think about it? Would they like to 
change it? How? 

feel like for the people at  
the front?  

What were these statements 
about? 

What does this activity tell us 
about women’s status? 

How does this connect to the 3 
types of power? 

   

Learning Point 

Ensure that things like being deprived of food, locked in houses, not allowed to see friends or family, having no control of money that  
she has earned, threats to others (children, family members), abandonment, eating left-overs etc are included. Make sure this is violence 
in its widest sense.  

The last questions are again laying foundations for later in the week & not intended to be answered fully at this point. These are 
questions for people to return to later 
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Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipcharts and pens  Divide participants into 4 groups. On the wall, hang 4 charts headed 
‘Economic’, ‘Sexual’, ‘Physical’, ‘Emotional/psychological’ 

Each group starts at one chart and brainstorms as much as they can think  
of as examples of this kind of violence against women. At the sound of 
clapping or a bell, they move round. Continue until each group has written  
on each chart. 

Gallery walk so everyone can see what’s been written. 

Is there anything people want to add? 

What kinds of things do we know 
about that women experience? 
What have you heard about?  

Who perpetrates these kinds of 
violences against women? What  
do we call different contexts for 
these violences (domestic violence, 
SAE etc)?  

How is this different from 
violences that men experience? 

Break 

Session 4; Talking About it with the Community 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour  By the end of the session participants will be able to  

• talk about key concepts from the day in language that the communities they 
work with will recognise and understand 

• explain the importance of communicating the idea rather than using 
technical language 
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Learning Point 

When we use technical words – like rape, for example – we cannot be sure that people understand what we are talking about, so we need to 
find ways to explain the idea without necessarily using words that will create confusion 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipchart and pens On the flipchart write the following words; 

Status 

Power 

Gender 

Sex  

Violence against women & girls 

Domestic Violence 

Rape 

In small groups [participants are asked to write a definition for each of these 
that they would be happy to use in a community group. 

They then join up with another group and discuss what they have decided. The 
groups should aim to come to a decision that includes all their ideas 

Display on the wall 

How will we talk about this in a 
way that people can recognise and 
that has relevance to them? 

How do we also make sure that we 
are clear about what we mean & 
don’t reinforce unhelpful ideas 
(e.g. that rape is something that is 
done by strangers in public places, 
not by husbands, father, uncles, 
neighbours etc)? 
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Session 5; Review, Notes and Journals 
Learning Point 

For the facilitator this is a chance to look at the questions raised and think about what needs to be addressed in the morning and what is 
likely to be addressed later in the week. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

30 Minutes Facilitator should talk through the process of the day, reviewing key learning 
points from each stage 

Participants then have time to make any notes that they have not yet done 
and start on their learning journal for the day. 

If people have any burning outstanding questions, now is a good opportunity 
to put them on the sheet so they are not forgotten overnight & are put 
somewhere before the participants leave.  
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Where Do You Stand?





 

Day 2 

Day 2 
Objectives; by the end of the day participants will be able to  

• Identify their own beliefs in relation to GBV 

• Describe key prevalent beliefs in communities in relation to GBV 

• Make the links between common beliefs and social attitudes to women who are abused 

• Define Sexual Exploitation and Abuse 

• Explain what this means in terms of Mandatory Reporting Policies and staff responsibilities 

Ice Breaker  

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour  Review of Day 1; what is the summary of what we learned? What ideas do we 
need to carry with us into the coming day? Any questions to be answered from 
the parking lot…? 

 

Session 6; Where Do We Stand? 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipchart, pens, 
post-its 
 

Explain to participants that we have started to think about assumptions and 
beliefs around GBV and we are going to continue with this to help us think 
about how to approach our work.  
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Story is in 
Participant 
Handbooks 

Ask participants to look at the appropriate page in their handbooks and 
introduce the characters in the story. Tell them they are going to read the story 
and then rank the characters according to our judgements of their behaviour 

Divide into 4 groups and ask people to make their decisions. Each group needs 
to agree on their ranking and be able to explain the reason for their decision 

Draw a large grid on the flipchart and ask each group to feedback and give their 
reasons; record these.  

At this point we are asking only  
for reasons, and each group  
needs to listen to the others 
without comment 

   

Learning Point 

Acknowledge that thinking about our own beliefs is difficult, and that it is also very important. If we are working with survivors, or asking 
others to work with survivors we need to understand ourselves and our own reactions. It’s also interesting to discover that we don’t all have 
the same beliefs and assumptions, though we might have assumed we did. 

Push a little bit to identify underlying beliefs – it is likely that people will think it is worse to be raped by a stranger than abandoned by 
someone she trusts, that women should manage their own risks, that survivors shouldn’t be angry (we want our victims to need rescuing!), 
that the boyfriend is not behaving really badly and so on 

We are not at this point challenging beliefs; it is enough to identify them and bring them into the room so that they are visible to everyone. 
In the process of articulating them and recording them, people will start to question their own assumptions and that is enough 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 When all responses are charted, lead a plenary discussion about what this tells 
us about our beliefs. What aChart these beliefs on another piece of paper 
Ask the following questions to the whole group 

1. Is Leonce a man or a woman? Does it change your response? 
2. What would you say if you knew Yassah had been raped? Would it 

change your response? 
3. What do you think about Aminatta laughing at the end? 
4. What do you think about Abdul not coming to visit Aminatta? What 

else could he have done? 
Summarise the beliefs we have and ask people what effect this may have on 
their worker our judgements based on? 

Is that always true? 
What if there is violence? 
What does that mean in practice? 
What’s the assumption in  
that belief? 
Is that something that would be 
true in an ideal world?  
What would you suggest in a non-
ideal world? 
What is the gap between what 
think is ideal and what we do  
in reality? 
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Break 

Session 7; Where Do We Stand (2) 
Learning Point 

Again, make sure people are allowed to speak without interruption or question. The role of everyone is to listen. This part of the exercise is 
not to challenge and the facilitator should summarise and reflect back what people are saying 

Again this exercise can raise strong feelings as people are asked to think about their own underlying beliefs. These may not be congruent 
with how they see themselves and this is difficult learning. 

It is important to ensure that people are allowed to express their views and be heard; the facilitator role is to hold the boundaries and not to 
pass judgement on participants. Careful questions may help people think things through a little further and the aim is to let people work it 
through for themselves 

Again this exercise can raise strong feelings and it is important that participants are allowed to express their views. It is also important that 
they hear each other’s views and the facilitator role here is to hold the boundaries, ask open questions that enable people to explore their 
thinking further and recognise the assumptions under our responses. It is also an opportunity to understand which of our beliefs are more 
important than others and which are stronger in which circumstances  

It may be necessary to ask people to repeat what others have said before they make their point if feelings are strong. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Cards for the floor  
AGREE, 
DISAGREE, 
NOT SURE 

Put 3 cards on the floor at some distance from each other – AGREE, NOT 
SURE, DISAGREE 

Tell participants that you are going to read some statements and that they 
should stand on at the point that is true for them. 

After each statement, allow people to explain why they have chosen to stand 
where they are. 

Summarise and reflect back what they tell you – it is not necessary in this 
exercise to come to a conclusion or agreement or a ‘right’ answer. In many cases 
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there is no right answer – the point is to explore the contexts, our reactions, and 
discover our judgements and assumptions. In many cases, it is possible to hold 
2 opposing beliefs at the same time, equally validly 

 1. women have a right to make a decision in all matters that affect them 

2. girls have a right to go to girls-only schools and have women teachers 

3. women should tell their husbands when they are using injectable 
contraceptives 

What do we believe? 

What is the belief underneath this 
decision? What do we think should 
happen? What are our 
expectations around people’s 
behaviour? 

What behaviour do we judge 
harshly? What behaviour do  
we understand? 

 At the end of this session, have a shake and an energiser to mark moving on. Extrapolate and reflect back  
the beliefs underlying people’s 
responses 

How much and how often do  
we think about wider culpability 
and responsibility?  

What are our expectations of 
women’s responses?  

What does that tell us about….? 

How might this impact on how  
we do our jobs?  

Were there any surprises in how 
people responded, for themselves 
or in relation to others? 
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Lunch 

Session 8; Attitudes to Survivors 
Learning Point 

This exercise might start slowly as people are often a little bit reluctant to say negative things about women in gender training. Reassure 
them that it is not a reflection of their views but the things that are heard all around them. 

Offer some examples and if they are accepted as true, write them on the flipchart to model that you are ok with your contribution  
being recorded. 

Remind people it is important to understand the context we are working in and how people think about GBV so we can plan effectively 

Remind people also that these are the things survivors hear and have been hearing for most of their lives; ask them what they think this 
means for how survivors understand what has happened to them 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes 
Flipchart & pens 
Dialogue is in 
Participant 
Handbooks 
 

Ask participants in pairs to act out the story in their handbooks between a 
robbery victim and a lawyer. 
Ask participants to identify the judgements made by the lawyer about the 
victim – what is he actually saying? 
What do people say about women when they have experienced GBV? 
Encourage participants to say everything they have heard people say. 
Emphasise that this is not their beliefs we are talking about, but the kinds of 
things that are often and usually heard in communities and in the media.  
As people get more comfortable they may start to say the rude and slang things 
that are said about women and should be encouraged to continue – people 
often get giggly with this and that’s good. Keep writing as long as people have 
suggestions, the more the better and the more effective the exercise.  
It can be very cathartic to get all this into the room and accept that this is the 
environment we are in. It is also very powerful to see it all in one place, and 
lays foundations for thinking about how to work with survivors well 
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Session 9; Sexual Abuse and Exploitation 
Learning Point 

Refer back to power exercise on 1st day and the misuse of power over, especially the question about how we as NGO staff have and  
use power over. 

Remind people about the idea of ‘spaces to act’ – the choices people really have and the kind of impact that may have on how they  
respond when NGO staff misuse power over 

These are complex case studies and do not have easy answers. The group should spend the rest of the time til break working on  
their responses 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes Ask participant for a definition of Sexual Abuse and Exploitation as they 
understand it 

 

 

Flipcharts, pens 
MRP policy and case 
studies are in 
Participant 
Handbook 

Ask for examples that they know of or have heard about or have worked with, 
what happened and what the outcome was 

Introduce IRC’s definition of SAE through the MRP on abuse and 
exploitation of beneficiaries. 

Ask for questions and check for understanding 

Divide the group into 4 and direct them to 1 case study each in the Participant 
Handbook; they need to read the case study, and use the MRP policy in their 
handbooks to support their discussions as they answer the questions. They 
will need flipcharts and pens and to be prepared to feed back later. 

In what ways do you think this was 
SAE? How would other people 
understand it? 
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Break 
Learning Point 

It will emerge that when there is an issue with a member of staff beating their wife, the MRP does not cover this (case study 4). It is a useful 
discussion to have around what the organisational response should and could be, particularly for GBV 

(it is not likely or necessarily desirable that an organisation decides what employees can and cannot do in their private lives. However there 
are things like ‘bringing the organisation – or programme – into disrepute’ which may be more useful) 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes 
 

Take feedback from groups in relation to case studies, and invite others  
to comment 

Clarify the process of reporting 
MRP issues and what people 
should expect if they do make  
a report. 

Acknowledge that it is difficult  
for the reporter, especially when 
they cannot tell anyone about it. 
Identify who they may be able  
to talk to. 
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Session 10; Review, Notes and Journals 
Learning Point 

For the facilitator this is a chance to look at the questions raised and think about what needs to be addressed in the morning and what is 
likely to be addressed later in the week. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipchart and pens 
 

Facilitator should talk through the process of the day, reviewing key learning 
points from each stage 

Participants then have time to make any notes that they have not yet done 
and start on their learning journal for the day. 

If people have any burning outstanding questions, now is a good opportunity 
to put them on the sheet so they are not forgotten overnight & are put 
somewhere before the participants leave.  

Participants should complete their learning journals before the next day – 
they may not have time in this session but should be prepared to have it ready 
for the morning 

This is an intense day with the 
potential for a lot of emotional 
learning. It may be a good moment 
to check in on how participants are 
feeling and may be do some 
sculptures to express those feelings 
before the day closes. 

It is also important to validate 
those feelings and recognise that 
this is not an easy process.  
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Day 3 
Objectives; by the end of the day participants will be able to  

• Identify the contextual factors that support and enable GBV 

• Identify what lies underneath behaviours 

• Describe the links between GBV and human rights abuses 

• Look at the factors obstructing women in exercising their human rights 

• Clearly differentiate between causes and exacerbating issues in GBV  

• Identify consequences for women, men, families and communities 

• Describe the kinds of issues influencing women’s consent 

Ice Breaker  
Learning Point 

This is a good opportunity to hear from people about their personal learning; it is also important to check in with people as the work on 
beliefs in day 2 can generate some strong feelings. It is not unusual (or a bad thing) for people to say they were thinking hard overnight 
about judgements they have previously made and so on 

It may be very useful to acknowledge that what we think (in our heads) and how we feel (based on our beliefs) are not necessarily the same 
thing and it can be a shock to realise that we are not as generous to survivors as we might like to think. Remind people that we don’t always 
know the beliefs we have, that they are deeply held and we don’t remember learning them. 
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Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour Review of Day 2; what is the summary of what we learned? What ideas do we 
need to carry with us into the coming day? Any questions to be answered 
from the parking lot…? 

 

What has been most important  
for people? What has been the 
most surprising? 

What have they learned about 
themselves in the training so far? 

It is also important to invite 
questions; the work on beliefs 
often raises questions for 
participants. It is also helpful to 
invite other members of the group 
to answer the questions that arise 
rather than taking facilitator 
responsibility for providing 
answers. Much of this discussion is 
attitudinal and it can be very 
helpful to open up a shared 
discussion. It does need the 
facilitator to hold good boundaries 
however, and can be important to 
ask questions that help people’s 
thinking move on. 

This discussion leads us into the 
next exercise, to look at and 
consider the contexts within which 
we learn our beliefs and shape our 
judgements around GBV. This is a 
good way to take the personal 
feelings into a social context and 
give them some shape. 
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Session 11; ABC Triangles 

Learning Point 

When you have done 1 example to show people what the triangle points mean, draw a line across the triangle on the flip-chart. Point out 
that we see what is above the line – behaviours – and that what is underneath the line, and invisible, is really important in enabling GBV to 
happen and to continue 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipchart paper pens, 
Participant 
Handbooks 
[it can be useful for 
the facilitator to have 
a summary of key 
laws etc – incl 
customary law – to 
support the 
Contextual work] 

In 4 groups, participants look at 1 aspect of GBV each; 1 group each for 
economic, physical, sexual and psychological/emotional violences.  

Ask each group to summarise the behaviours and the attitudes from the work 
in the previous 2 days and to spend most time thinking about the context. 
Remind people to think about customary law as well as formal law, and 
religious expectations and norms 

As the facilitator, draw a triangle 
on the flipchart and explain  
that we are going to look at  
what is happening around GBV  
in our context. The top point  
of the triangle should be labelled 
“BEHAVIOUR”, the left bottom 
corner “ATTITUDES” and the  
right bottom corner “CONTEXT”. 
Use the model from the  
Participant Handbook 

Give an example from things the 
group have been discussing in  
the first 2 days – in ‘Behaviour’  
you may want to use rape as an 
example. Write this in the box  
next to the B point. 

What attitudes have we discovered 
about this? That men always want 
to have sex/need to have sex & 
women ask for it by wearing 
skimpy clothes. Write these in the 
box next to Attitudes. 
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For Context, ask participants what 
kinds of laws etc there are. Do 
perpetrators get held to account? 
Are there any laws around marital 
rape? Add these to this box. 

Break 

Session 12; ABC and Human Rights 
Learning Point 

This is a way to help participants see that their own individual beliefs and attitudes are important – but that there are wider and more 
structural issues that also have an impact. 

This exercise is asking them to think about their government ‘s responsibility to act on the conventions they have ratified and to hold 
accountable the systems and institutions that are failing to act, as well as reinforcing the idea that GBV is a human rights issue 

As a summary, it is worth asking people to look at the whole as the context within which women live and ask what their thoughts are as  
they look at it. 

At this point, people often start becoming quite inspired to do advocacy and engage with systems – it can be a very good way out of the 
‘slump’ that comes with thinking about attitudes and judgements. 

We can see that this is a complicated dynamic and if we think carefully we can find ways to use what we have to challenge what is  
difficult. We can also use this analysis to help ‘tweak’ our activities and project planning to be more effective without necessarily  
needing extra resources. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Flipcharts, pens 
Participant 
Handbooks 

Ask groups to feedback their ABC triangles and invite comments and 
additions from the whole group. It is important to generate as rich a  
picture as we can in this exercise to have a deep understanding of the  
whole context of GBV 

How are women’s (and survivors’) 
rights violated, not just by the acts 
in themselves, but by the context 
and environment? 
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Remind people that in order for behaviour to change, we also have to work 
with attitudes and context, as these are the places where violence against 
women makes sense.  

Going back into the 4 groups, direct people to the summaries of UDHR, CRC, 
CEDAW, DEVAW, and SCR1325 

Ask people to look at their triangles together and identify which rights are 
being violated and abused, and to make specific reference to the ‘CONTEXT’ 
(legal) issues.  

Feedback & presentations from each small group to the whole big group. 

Force field analysis brainstorm; ½ the group should think about what in  
their context is supporting women’s rights, and ½about what is obstructing 
them. Ask the groups to put their ideas on index cards and then stick them 
onto the chart.  

Brainstorm possible strategies onto large stickies or ½ sheets of A4 and put 
them down the right hand side of the forcefield analysis 

When we look at this big  
picture, who is not acting as  
they should to protect and  
promote women’s rights, and  
what are their obligations?  

Stick all the charts on the wall 
where everyone can see them  
as the feedback happens and  
put up the ABC triangles in full 
view as well 

Can be useful to ask people to 
comment on the feedback and add 
in any other thoughts they have 

Use 2 flipchart sheets (landscape) 
to draw the forcefield analysis. Ask 
the group to rearrange the cards to 
see which of the supporting factors 
could be used to challenge and 
address the obstacles. 

Ask people to think creatively when 
they are coming up with strategies 
that use the opportunities to 
address the challenges 

How might people integrate these 
ideas into their current work? 
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Lunch 

Session 13; Causes and Consequences of GBV 
Learning Point 

You should end up with roots that have power/status inequality at the deepest level, then religion, culture and traditional beliefs slightly 
above that (these are ways of codifying and embodying inequitable status and disadvantage). 

Things like conflict, poverty, illiteracy, being a refugee exacerbates women’s vulnerability but is not a root cause. 

‘culture’ is used to justify and explain may things and it may be worth having a conversation about how cultures change over time without 
people losing their identity. Ask people about how they communicate now as compared to 100 years ago, or about what technology they 
use; it is entirely possible for culture to change and adapt if we want it to. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour 
Prepared problem 
tree (is best to use 2 
flipchart sheets 
joined together – 
more dramatic and 
allows room for 
manoeuvre with the 
roots, and lots of 
space for 
consequences) 
Post-its in different 
colours for groups 
when looking at 
consequences (1 
colour for women, 1 

Problem tree; 

In small groups (4-6 people), ask participants to look back at everything they 
have done up to this point and briefly summarise how their understanding 
has gone from the initial work on gender roles and how they operate to 
understanding GBV as a human rights issue and as something more than 
interpersonal issues. 

Ask them in small groups to write, one thing on each post-it, what they think 
the causes are of GBV.  

When they are ready, invite them to stick them on the roots of the tree and 
say to the group what their roots are.  

Invite the whole group to come and rearrange the notes together so that the 
‘deepest’ causes are the deepest roots. Allow this to continue until they have 
reached some kind of consensus. 

 

What are the causes of GBV? 

When you look at the finished  
tree, ask questions about things 
like poverty, conflict, illiteracy. 
Remind people of the ABC 
triangles and the human rights 
exercise they have just done.  
These are exacerbating factors,  
not causes, and can be put as ‘rain’ 
next to the trunk of the tree.  

Drugs/alcohol is likely to come up 
– talk it through to clarify that 
these are most often excuses, 
justifications and minimising 
things that perpetrators say; they 
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for families, 1 for 
communities, 1  
for me) 

do not ‘lose control’ with their boss, 
the police, their friends, people 
they respect… 

   

Learning Point 

While there are multiple negative consequences for women, families and communities, consequences for men are limited and not entirely 
negative. This point does not need to be laboured, but should be clearly made. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Consequences; 

In 4 small groups, ask people to think about the consequences of GBV for 

Women 

Families 

Communities  

Men 

Writing one thing on each post-it 

Invite each group to feed back and add their thoughts as ‘fruit’ on the tree. 
Invite additional comments from the whole group 

Make sure you do the 
consequences for ‘men’ last as  
it is important that the minimal 
consequences are allowed to  
have an impact.  

In addition to the possibilities of 
imprisonment or social sanction, 
make sure that the positive 
consequences – status with other 
men, being the ‘king’ of the 
household, having his wants 
prioritised, having priority with 
resources etc are also included 

Break 
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Session 14; Consent  
Learning Point 

This should include 

Being of majority age 

Having full information about what is happening and the possible consequences 

Being of right mind – either with good mental health, no intoxication, no learning difficulties 

If it is not there, you will need to add something about equal power, or a lack of fear, or no negative consequences to refusal that the words 
we use about consent are great until we look at the context and circumstances of women’s lives; at this point the idea of consent for women 
becomes somewhat meaningless.  

There does not necessarily need to be an answer to the ‘how easy…’ question; it is more for the group to think about and take away with 
them as a question. 

You can refer people back to the social sanctions we identified on day 1 in relation to what happens to women who do not fulfil expected 
roles, to the psychological abuses, to the ABC triangles….. 

Remind people also about the ‘power over’ in being NGO staff and the possibility that we may misuse it and we come back to it in day 4 

Again, this is not a question that needs to be answered, more something for people to think about 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour 
Prepared pictures of 
cooking pots 
Prepared flipchart 
with woman in  
the middle 

Divide into small groups, and give each group a sheet with a cooking pot 
drawn on it 

What are the ‘ingredients’ of consent? 

Give the groups 10 – 15 minutes to write what they think is important 

Put all the pictures on the wall and do a gallery walk 

How similar are the ideas? Are 
there things that some groups have 
considered that others have not? 

 Brainstorm about all the things that can affect a woman’s capacity to give  
full consent 

Have a copy of the handbook 
diagram on the flipchart and 
brainstorm with the whole group 
the kinds of things that may affect 
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a woman’s ability to give consent. 
Write these around the picture of 
the woman; they should include 
things like 

Being responsible for children, 
being afraid, being dependent on 
husband for shelter and money, 
limited opportunities, fear, being 
under direct or indirect threat (of a 
2nd wife, of abandonment etc) 

How easy is it for women to give 
full consent in reality? 

 Write PERSUASION 
MANIPULATION 
COERCION 

on the flipchart 

What do these have to do women’s 
consent? How do they relate to  
the GBV issues we have been 
talking about?  

How much of these are VISIBLE 
(in the behaviours) and INVISIBLE 
(in attitudes and contexts)? 

What do we need to think about 
when we plan our programmes? 

 Have the diagram of what all this means to a survivor on the flipchart and 
talk people through it 

This is really to summarise and 
ground what has been done in the 
day and to remind people that 
there is a woman at the centre of 
everything we are talking about (to 
stop it becoming about abstract 
human rights only…) and to 
prepare for Day 4 which is about 
what survivors need from us. 
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Session 15; Review, Notes and Journals 
Learning Point 

Summarise key learning – that GBV is possible because the social spaces are made that make it possible. The root causes are the low status 
of women and inequitable power over… 

… while women are trying hard to make decisions and have some control over their lives, the way that status works, through attitudes and 
systems, means that options are limited and women’s potential to make their own decisions is compromised by that inequality 

The social and structural disadvantaging of women are human rights abuses in accordance with many international instruments 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

30 Minutes Facilitator should talk through the process of the day, reviewing key learning 
points from each stage 

Participants then have time to make any notes that they have not yet done 
and start on their learning journal for the day. 

If people have any burning outstanding questions, now is a good opportunity 
to put them on the sheet so they are not forgotten overnight & are put 
somewhere before the participants leave.  

Participants should complete their learning journals before the next day – 
they may not have time in this session but should be prepared to have it ready 
for the morning 
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Day 4 

Day 4 
Objectives; by the end of the day participants will be able to  

• Articulate the key needs of survivors of GBV 

• Describe the 3 cornerstones in service delivery 

• Explain the principles of confidentiality, respect and safety 

• Link the principles of survivor-centred working with concepts of power and status 

• Demonstrate active listening skills 

• Demonstrate skills in asking concrete questions 

• Identify their own barriers to good listening 

Ice Breaker  
Learning Point 

People are often tired at this pointing the course as they have been asked to do some intensive personal and emotional work, and also to 
engage with critical thinking and conceptual analysis. It can be very helpful to allow people to identify what they want to learn ‘later’ as a 
way managing their intensive learning. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour Review of Day 3; what is the summary of what we learned? What ideas do we 
need to carry with us into the coming day? Any questions to be answered 
from the parking lot…? 

How have we understood what we 
have learned so far? 
What are the 2 key points for us in 
thinking about GBV? 
What do we want to learn more 
about in future? 
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Session 16; What Do Survivors Need From Us? 
Learning Point 

We are often prevented from really seeing or hearing what has happened to a survivor because we are busy and preoccupied with all the 
attitudes, beliefs and contextual issues around GBV and around what we think is the role of women 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Draw a woman in the centre of a piece of flipchart paper. Have index cards 
ready for the facilitator. 

Ask the group to brainstorm all the things that affect how we might 
understand a survivor’s needs; an example could be negative social 
judgements, customs, gender roles etc  

For a survivor, what kinds of things 
make it hard for her to tell 
someone what has happened or to 
get good support? 

What kinds of things might affect 
how we respond or understand 
what she is trying to tell us? 

   

Learning Point 

We can be so busy with this that we stop seeing her altogether and this then becomes an issue of our ‘power over’ as we decide what she 
needs or what has happened 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 As they give suggestions write one on each card and stick them on the picture 
until the woman has disappeared underneath them 

Where has she gone?!  

   

Learning Point 

Confidentiality is about a survivor deciding who knows what information and making decisions that are respected about what needs to be 
shared. We may share info if she wants us to, or is happy for us to; it is sometimes in her best interests for info to be shared. Secrecy is 
parallel to the behaviour of perpetrators and we are aiming to model a different kind of relationship; the point is that she should be able to 
trust us and to have confidence that she has control over information. 
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There are specific things we can do that will show a survivor that we can see her; we are aiming to use our power with to help her find her 
power to. People who have been abused and violated most need to be able to make their own decisions and regain some control – we need 
to be very careful to make sure that we are not one of the obstacles in the force-field analysis! 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 In 3 groups, ask them to think about confidentiality, respect, safety, and 
answer the following questions; 

What is a definition as it concerns a survivor? 

How could you explain this to a community? 

How will you demonstrate this when you are working with a survivor? How 
will they know you are doing this? 

Feedback to the whole group 

Ensure that the definition of 
confidentiality hinges on the idea 
of CONTROL, not on secrecy.  

Introduce the 3 cornerstones of 
‘Listen, Care, Follow through” 

 Put 3 flipcharts with one heading each (Listen, Care, Follow through) and a 
handful of pens at different tables in the room. Ask people to split into 3 
groups and stand by the tables. They have a maximum of 5 minutes to write 
on the sheet everything they can think of that would be an action associated 
with this cornerstone. After 5 minutes groups move round to the next table 
and do the same, until each group has worked on each sheet 

Feedback to the whole group 

Remind people about power to, 
power over and power with and ask 
them to keep this in mind as they 
work together 

Be clear that we are looking for 
actions; what do we need to do to 
demonstrate these things? 

Explain that there are specific skills 
associated with these cornerstones 
and they will be spending the day 
practising these skills. 

Break 
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Session 17; Listening 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Active listening 

In pairs, one person should talk and the other should listen, without 
speaking, for 5 minutes. 

 

   

Learning Point 

Giving someone your full attention and listening properly is very difficult; for many they will fidget, break eye contact, find themselves 
thinking about other things, start making judgements in their heads, have emotional responses. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 At the end of the first listening exercise, ask the listener to summarise what 
they have heard. 

As a whole group, give feedback on what it felt like to be listening and what it 
felt like to be speaking. [Facilitator summarises onto flipchart] 

How easy or difficult is it to listen 
without saying anything? 

What did you want to do while  
you were listening? 

What did it feel like to be able  
to talk without interruption? 

How comfortable were you to  
do that? 

What helped you to talk? How did 
you know someone was listening?  

   

Learning Point 

It is not enough only to be silent; we also need to be present, to be focussed on the other person, and not ourselves.  

We also need to try to understand what they are saying, to be able to sit with them rather than trying to engage in anything else. 

We should sustain non-threatening eye contact, sit still, and show that we are listening through our body language. We might nod, smile, 
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show sympathy in our eyes or our face 

It can make a huge difference to the quality of service that someone is receiving to have someone listen properly 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Look at the Chinese image for listening (page 65) in Participant Handbook; What is important about the 3 
elements identified? What doe sit 
tell us about the quality of good 
listening? What do we need to be 
thinking about? 

What does listening with our 
hearts mean? 

 Go back to summary flipchart; what do we need to do to let people know we 
are properly listening? What signals (body language etc) tell them that they 
have our full attention? 

Return to pairs and do the listening exercise again, this time exchanging roles 
(first talker is now listener, 1st listener is now speaking) 

At the end of the exercise, summarise what they have heard once again. 

How should we sit in relation to a 
survivor? What does it feel like to 
have someone sitting directly 
opposite us? Next to us? Kitty-
corner to us? What difference does 
this make to the relationship?  

How was this exercise different 
from the first? What can we add  
to our chart of what it feels like  
to be listening/ speaking? How  
did people know someone  
was listening?  

What are the differences between 
the listening we do normally  
and the active listening we have 
just practised? 
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Learning Point 

Many survivors have very confused and confusing feelings and many of their feelings will not ‘match’ what our cultural and structural 
beliefs and attitudes tell us they should feel.  

We need to pay close attention to the feelings of survivors, and validate them; there is no one, ‘right’ way for survivors to respond. 

We should also be prepared for and unafraid of women’s anger; what has happened is outrageous and it is often a key part of women’s 
recovery that they feel anger about what has been done to them; it is part of survivors reclaiming their ‘power to’ and setting boundaries of 
how they expect others to treat them. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Brainstorm around the following question; 

What sorts of feelings do survivors have? 

Some of this may come relatively 
easily to participants; it may also 
need some prompting and a 
reminder of the judgements that 
were made around the crocodile 
river story. It is likely that people 
will talk about survivors being 
distressed/ upset/ tearful etc and 
less quick to acknowledge anger, 
confusion, betrayal, feelings of 
retaliation and vengeance, and the 
onset of fear that does not go away. 
It may be useful to remind people 
that for many survivors, esp of 
domestic violence, the fact that 
there has been 1 incident means 
another is always possible and  
this means that fear (and attempts 
to ‘manage’ the perpetrator)  
are a constant. 
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 Reflecting back We are introducing a way to help 
someone identify their feelings  
as well as their needs and to  
help someone make sense of  
what is often a very difficult  
and confusing situation. 

Lunch 

Session 18; Asking Concrete Questions 
Learning Point 

If we are focussed on helping someone find their power to and regain some control over their life, it is not our role to offer advice or make 
suggestions. What we can do is ask the sorts of questions that help someone to clarify for themselves what their options are and to make a 
decision about what they would like to do. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour 
Flipcharts, pens, 
Participant 
Handbooks 

Introduce the idea of concrete questions; a way to clarify what someone needs 
and to help them think about their options.  

We need questions to be OPEN – to allow someone to tell us more and 
CONCRETE – so they are able to be specific  

How does this relate to ‘power 
over’ and ‘power to’? 

How does this relate to our 
attitudes, beliefs and judgements? 

How do these relate to the 
principles and cornerstones of 
quality responses? 
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Learning Point 

‘why’ questions are not helpful; they are very difficult to answer and often have a judgement embedded in the question. Using other 
question words – what, how when, who – will help someone to be more specific and more clear about the situation and help the person 
listening remain supportive 

All the suggested concrete questions are designed to help someone think about their safety and to identify their immediate needs. They also 
help someone listening to get a clearer picture of the whole situation. 

In addition, it is for the survivor to say who and where are safe for her and to identify her biggest risks – we are not judging her or telling 
her that the situation is different than it actually is. We are also demonstrating that we believe her and have confidence in her, and these are 
very important. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Put participants in small groups and ask them to think about concrete 
questions that they might ask if someone said the following statements 
(Participant Handbook pages 67 and 68). 

It may be useful to do the first one together as an example 

Feedback to the whole group and review; ask for suggestions, rework the 
questions together and ask for feedback from the whole group. 

At this point there may well be questions from the group about how to 
handle some of the things that they hear about their work from colleagues 
and from partners; it can be a good moment to look at how to use concrete 
questions to respond if there is time. 

Suggested answers; 

1) My husband will never change. 

What makes you say that? 

What does that mean for you? 

What do you think might happen if  
he doesn’t? 

2) I need help. I want IRC to help me 

What are you trying to do? 

What kind of help are you looking for? 

What are you finding difficult? 

3) It’s all my fault 

How can this be your fault? 

What makes you think it’s your fault? 

What else could [this man]  
have done? 

4) I cannot tell my mother  
what happened. 
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Who might be able to support you? 

What do you think might happen if 
you told her? 

Who do you trust? 

5) What if the bad man comes back? 
What if I see him again? 

What are you afraid might happen? 

What do you think you might do? 

Where are you most afraid of  
seeing him? 

6) I can’t make it through another 
week. I don’t know what to do 

What are you finding hard just now? 

What do you really need to do? 

What is making things so hard  
for you? 

7) Where am I going to live? Where 
will my children sleep? 

Where are you staying now? 

What are the difficulties there? 

Who else might you be able to  
stay with? 

What do you need? 

8) My husband knows where I am and 
he’s going to come after me 

How does he know where you are? 

What do you think he might do? 

Where might be a safe place for you? 
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Break 

Session 19; What Makes it Hard for Us to Listen? 
Learning Point 

You may hear things like 

‘what about me?’ 

‘I’m tired’ 

‘I’m hungry’ 

‘I don’t know how to help you’ 

It is not easy to put yourself aside and be fully present for someone else. It is also tiring and needs us to pay attention to ourselves as well as 
the person we are with. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour 
Flipchart and pens 

Draw the visual from the handbook on a flipchart 

Ask participants to think back to times when they have found it hard to 
really listen to or hear someone (for some of them it may be the active 
listening exercise earlier!) 

What kinds of things made it hard for them to listen properly?  

Chart the brainstorm as thoughts for the listener. Encourage people to be 
very honest. 

What do survivors need from us? 

Try to group things into themes –  

It may be about unmet needs in the 
listener, their overwork and 
tiredness, their emotional responses 
to what they are listening to 

When the exercise is finished, 
explain the themes you have 
identified and ask people if they 
recognise them? Which ones are the 
ones they are most familiar with? 

We will be looking at strategies to 
protect ourselves on day 5 
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Learning Point 

This is a summary of everything that has been covered in the day – a way to distil the key points about where people locate themselves  
with a survivor 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Split the group in 2; ask one half to work on what can help survivors recover? 

What can obstruct recovery? 

Present and feedback  

Summarise into do’s and don’ts 

What is most important for  
a survivor? 

What small things do women  
need in order to be safe with us  
and be able to take control of  
their recovery? 

Session 20; Review, Notes and Journals 
Learning Point 

For the facilitator this is a chance to look at the questions raised and think about what needs to be addressed in the morning and what is 
likely to be addressed later in the week. 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

30 Minutes  
Flipchart and pens 

Facilitator should talk through the process of the day, reviewing key learning 
points from each stage 

Participants then have time to make any notes that they have not yet done 
and start on their learning journal for the day. 

If people have any burning outstanding questions, now is a good opportunity 
to put them on the sheet so they are not forgotten overnight & are put 
somewhere before the participants leave.  

Participants should complete their learning journals before the next day – 
they may not have time in this session but should be prepared to have it ready 
for the morning 

How comfortable do people feel 
about the skills they have learned? 

What connections can they make 
between these skills, the principles 
and cornerstones of working  
with survivors? 

What are the most important 
things they are taking away from 
this day? 
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Day 5 
Objectives; by the end of the day participants will be able to  

• Explain the balance between internal resources and external pressure 

• Identify their own stress indicators 

• List a repertoire of helpful self-care strategies 

• Identify the support they need from their colleagues and from their managers and supervisors 

• Share a vision of a world without GBV 
 
NB Day 5 ends early; this is an intensive training course and it can be useful to allow participants some free time. This 
time could be included at other points in the course; it could be useful to have a break in the afternoon of day 3 for 
example. It could also be used as time to ‘mop up’ any outstanding issues from the parking lot, or exercises that need 
review or a little more attention before the final exercise of imagining what a world without violence against women and 
girls might look like 

Ice Breaker  

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

1 Hour 
Flipchart and pens 

Review of Day 4; what is the summary of what we learned? What ideas do we 
need to carry with us into the coming day? Any questions to be answered 
from the parking lot…? 
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Session 21; What Do We Need for Ourselves? 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Draw the diagram from page 74 of the Participant Handbook onto flipchart 
and talk it through with participants 

Look at the imbalance between 
internal resources and the amount 
of ‘stuff’ coming from outside. 
Remind participants that working 
in GBV is stressful and involved 
listening to and working very 
distressing stories and horrible 
images. It can be a form of 
secondary trauma to be listening to 
how other people have been 
abused, especially if we are 
listening properly 

   

Learning Point 

Make sure that people are talking about the sorts of unhelpful coping strategies that we all have – getting angry, drinking too much, 
shouting at people, becoming impatient, wanting to cry, forgetting things, sleeping badly etc 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Brainstorm the kinds of impacts this can have and list them on the flipchart 
underneath the diagram 

What kinds of feelings do people 
have sometimes? 
What kind of things do people do 
when they are becoming 
overwhelmed and their internal 
resources are stretched thin? How 
do you know when you are 
becoming very stressed? 
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Learning Point 

This is about more helpful ways of dealing with stress; it could be talking to someone, doing some sport, going for a walk, spending time 
with friends who don’t work in GBV etc 

Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 How do we look after ourselves and make sure that our needs are met and 
our internal resources are boosted? 

Carousel exercise; 

Put half the chairs in a circle facing outwards, and half the chairs in a circle 
facing inwards, so there is a circle of chairs in pairs.  

Participants should sit opposite each other in pairs.  

Share the kinds of things that help them manage their stress and boost their 
internal resource; what strategies do people have that help them maintain 
their balance in GBV? 

After a few minutes, ask the people in the ‘outside’ circle (facing inwards) to 
move one chair to the right so they have new partners. 

 

   

Learning Point 
It is important to make time for ourselves and take care of ourselves if we are to serve women and girls well. 

Some things we can do by ourselves, other things we need others to help us; we need to try to institutionalise the support so that we don’t 
feel like we are asking for favours from our colleagues and supervisors 
   

 Continue until people have moved back to their original seats. 

Feedback to the whole group; facilitator to note all the strategies on  
the flipchart 

What did you hear from  
other people? 
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Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

 Look at page 75 in handbook and answer the first 3 questions – what can you 
do for yourselves? What can you do with your colleagues? What do you need 
from managers and supervisors? 

What strategies could be useful  
to you? 

The last 2 questions are to help 
teams make a commitment to each 
other; this could be done in this 
training or it could be done when 
people are back in a team meeting 

Break 

Session 22; What Would the World Look Like 
Without GBV? 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

Materials for making 
collages – coloured 
pens, coloured 
paper, scissors, 
glue-sticks, cotton 
wool, dried pasta  
etc etc 

Refer back to everything that has been covered during the week. Remind 
people that all these things affect the lives of women and girls in everyday and 
continuous ways, and affect the decisions women make, the lives they lead, 
the choices that are available to them 

Then, in small groups, ask people to close their eyes and think about what the 
world would be like without violence against women and girls, without all the 
things they have talked about  

What would they see? 

What would women and girls be doing? 

This is based in the idea of the 
Amnesty campaign; it is a way to 
end positively with images of a 
world where women and girls are 
safe. Encourage people to be as 
visionary and imaginative as they 
can – this is not about small steps 
but about what the world (and 
women and girls) could be… 

Do the visualisation slowly – allow 
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Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
What would they hear? 

What would women and girls be saying? What would they be wearing? 

What kinds of relationships would they have? 

How would they spend their days? 

What would families look like? 

What would schools look like? 

What would streets look like? 

Ask them to concentrate hard on their ideas, and then open their eyes 

Give them a wide selection of materials and ask them in their groups to make 
a collage of everything they have imagined.  

Put the collages on the wall and have a slow gallery walk 

time between the questions so that 
people can generate strong images. 

People can draw pictures, write a 
few words (not many, encourage 
more visual representations) 

Lunch 

Session 23; Review, Summary and Close 
Timing and Resources Activity Key questions 
   

45 Minutes max 
Piles of small circles 
with smiling faces, 
lightbulbs and 
mountains drawn  
on them 

Put the cards with the names and descriptions of the training sessions in a 
circle on the floor in order from beginning to end of the course. 

Ask participants to describe (quickly) what they remember doing in each of 
the sessions 
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Cards with names 
and descriptions of 
all the training 
sessions 

Invite participants to take some of the circles and place them next to  
the sessions; 

Smiley faces – for sessions they enjoyed 

Lightbulbs – for sessions where they had a moment of insight or understood 
something much better 

Mountains – for sessions where their learning was difficult  

(they can put more than one symbol next to a session) 

Look at the overall picture all 
together and see whether there are 
any themes 

Invite participants to talk about 
where they have put their symbols 
and what that meant for them 

 Stand in a circle, close together. As the facilitator, make a fist with your right 
hand and leave your thumb sticking out. Say 1 thing you are taking away  
from the week. 

Ask the person on your right to make a fist around your thumb, and leave 
their thumb sticking out. Ask them to say 1 thing that they are taking away 
from the training. 

And so on around the circle until the last person can put their thumb into the 
facilitator’s fist and the circle is complete. 

This exercise needs to be done with 
reasonable speed, especially with a 
larger group; people’s arms start to 
ache if it takes too long! 

Thank people and remind them 
that they have a summary of their 
learning at the end of the 
handbook that they should do to 
consolidate their work. 
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